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APPLICATIONS
Films for lidding where there is a 
high demand on transparency
despite humid conditions.

The Protec-AF film has anti-fog additives integrated into 
the different layers.
By using our co-extrusion technique we are able to 
manufacture a film which is ideally suited for lamination 
as the anti-fog component does not affect the lamination 
interface. Another important advantage of this film is that 
its sealing properties are not significantly affected because 
the excellent anti-fog effect is not achieved in a traditional 
way.
The Protec-AF is typically laminated to PET, OPA or other 
barrier structures with EVOH and are used for lidding lami-
nates.
There might be different demands on the anti-fog effect so 
Schur Flexibles Finland is able to develop films with individ-
ual properties to meet customer requirements.



PROTEC-AF
PROTEC-AF202 is an A-B-C a-symmetrical layer 
structure with good anti-fog properties. It also has 
random copolymers in the sealing layer for good 
sealing properties. This film is most often used for 
lamination for lidding purposes.

PROTEC-AFX4218 Combination of very good anti-fog 
properties and low sealing temperature. First choice 
for BOPP laminates for lidding laminates.

PROTEC-AFX4241 is a film with anti-fog properties 
suitable for lidding applications, containing post 
industrial recycled material. 

 

Product  Thickness  Stiffness Coefficient  Initial  Sealing  Anti-fog  Anti-fog    
 range (μm)  of sealing layer effect, effect,
   friction 1) temp. (°C)  cold fog hot fog 

Protec-AF202  30-70  **  0.25  125-130  one side  ****  *** 

Protec-AFX4218 30-70 ** 0.25 110-115  one side **** ***

Protec-AFX4241  30-70 ** 0.25 125-130 one side *** **

Technical data

“Don’t settle 
for less,

choose the best 
anti-fog film 

for your application.”

***** high
* low

1) Typical value Further anti-fog films with tailor-made anti-fog effects
are available upon request.

All raw materials used in these products are approved
for food packaging according to international regulations.
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Schur Flexibles Group is specialised in sustainable customised 
packaging solutions for the food, aroma protection, hygiene and 
pharmaceutical industries. Operating some of the most techno-
logically advanced printing houses, the group ranks among the 
industry’s leading companies in flexible packaging in Europe. 
Our fully integrated value chain makes us a one-stop shop for 
protective packaging solutions and a driver of sustainable 
speciality innovations.


